May 6, 2020

AIRPORT PROPERTY ANALYSIS
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This summary provides a concise response to Castroville City Council direction tasking
the Airport Manager to provide answers to questions about continuing City Airport
property issues. The specific tasking is contained in an e-mail from Interim City
Administrator Leroy Vidales to Airport Manager David Kirkpatrick, March 30, 2020.
Summarize what you currently have regarding the airport
The requirements the City must comply with regarding its Airport were clearly spelled out
and agreed to by the City in the property transfer from the Federal Government in 1949
and have remained in effect throughout the history of the Airport. This fact is documented
in City Council minutes, City correspondence, and legally binding agreements the City
has made with State and Federal governments, and business operators at the Airport.
Consult with all active parties and the actions of what has been taken over the past
few decades.
This report was prepared while conferring with TXDOT Aviation Division and FAA experts
to review what the city has agreed to in the past, as well as understand our current
obligations going forward. Previous City Council Members and Mayors have explained
the context influencing decisions and confirmed our understanding of Federal
requirements. Tenants and Airport Advisory Board members have guided Council
decisions. The Board maintains a readily available on-going written history of the Airport.
The City Public Works department actively supports day-to-day operations at the Airport
and provided data and information to answer questions posed by City Council.
Ownership of well and minerals extracted
As certified on Airport land maps from TXDOT grant applications over the years, the City
owns the well as part of the Airport property. The City also owns rights to ground water
under Airport land with all revenues going to the Airport Account in accordance with the
deed and further clarified in FAA Policy Notice of February 16, 1999, Policy and
Procedures Concerning the Use of Airport Revenue.
How many acre-feet are we allowed to pump?
As established with the Edwards Aquifer Authority (EAA) the City is authorized to pump
236 acre-feet of Unrestricted Irrigation Groundwater (UIG), currently leased to City Public
Works, and 236 acre-feet of Base Irrigation Groundwater (BIG), currently part of the
agricultural lease with Carpe Diem Farms. As part of the acquisition of land in 2014 to
extend the runway the City gained 28.7 acre-feet of BIG currently not aligned to irrigation.
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How many gallons or acre-feet does the baseball, farmer, and airport use
individually
Out of 201.37 acre-feet produced by the Airport well in calendar year 2019, the ball fields
used 2.72 acre-feet (886,314.72 gallons); Carpe Diem Farms used 197.41 acre-feet
(64,326,245.91 gallons); and the Airport used 1.24 acre-feet (404,055.24 gallons).
Does the City pay to use the well?
No, the Airport Account is not paid for use of the Airport well by any other City account.
The well is operated by the Agricultural Lessee for irrigation. Incidental to this operation,
a small portion of the water (2.7%) also furnishes the needs of the Airport and ball fields.
The Airport Account pays the Utility Account monthly at the standard service rate for water
used by the Airport. In 2014 the City Utility Account paid the Airport Account $320,096.00
as compensation for a ten-year lease of water rights to 236 acre-feet of Airport
Unrestricted Irrigation Groundwater (UIG) per year.
Ownership of the Airport:
The City of Castroville was deeded ownership of the Airport on July 26, 1949, as recorded
in Medina County Deed records, February 4, 1950. Transfer was made at no monetary
cost to the City, but contractually obligated the City to use the property for aviation.
Timeline history to include the following:
Deed: (see previous answer);
Installation of Airport well: September, 1973;
Financing: The City is required to operate the Airport for public use aviation, on a
self-sufficient basis, with all revenue generated going to sustainment of the Airport.
Obligation to Baseball Field: Any formal agreements with the baseball league
about use and/or maintenance of baseball fields particularly involving water:
The current agreement with Medina Valley Youth Baseball Association (MVYBA)
includes provisions for watering fields, up to 12 acre-feet per year.
All projects that have been federally and state funded: The TXDOT Project
Summary included in this report lists all Castroville Airport projects that have been
funded with State or Federal dollars since 1975.
Report must be factually based on verifiable and documented information
All historical correspondence, legal documents, and actions by parties involved in the
Airport over the years bear out the fact that the City owns all of the Airport land, and
revenue produced from Airport land must go to the City Airport Account in the interest of
keeping the Airport financially self-sustaining. The City has certified this to TXDOT
multiple times as part of the grant process funding numerous projects.
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AIRPORT PROPERTY ANALYSIS
This report responds to Castroville City Council direction tasking the Airport Manager to
provide Council with answers to a number of questions associated with continuing Airport
property issues. The specific tasking is contained in an e-mail from Interim City
Administrator Leroy Vidales to Airport Manager David Kirkpatrick, March 30, 2020
(Attachment 1).
It also addresses similar topics contained in a proposed Resolution the Council
considered and discussed at their March 24th meeting, prior to concluding that the
property issues should be addressed in the tasking given to the Airport Manager. The
related topics are: history of the Castroville Airport; relationship between City and Airport;
status of contractual relationships and resultant limitations on use of Airport property; and
recommendations regarding future use of Airport property and Airport management.
This Airport Property Analysis is not a comprehensive airport business plan, master plan,
or development study, which require specialized airport planning capabilities
encompassing much more time and money to accomplish. Investment in a professional
airport planning study of this type is an expensive proposition. A more affordable
approach used by small airports is to develop/update their airport master planning through
a Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) approved Airport Layout Plan (ALP). The
Castroville Airport ALP is currently being updated with Texas Department of
Transportation (TXDOT) assistance, and is explained later in this report.
This document is organized by topic to follow the Interim City Administrator’s tasking to
the Airport Manager. Additional information relating to the proposed Resolution topics is
inserted where relevant and not beyond the scope of the tasking.

Summarize what you currently have regarding the airport
Definitive answers to the questions raised by City Council are readily available in City
documents and records, explained by Federal and State policy directives, and spelled out
in City correspondence and agreements over the life of the Airport. The answers are the
same as they were when the Airport property was transferred to the City, more than 70
years ago. Over the years some citizens and City officials have misunderstood what the
City committed to 1949, and what is required to operate a public use Airport.
Unfortunately, some may also advocate actions which violate City obligations, are
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detrimental to Airport development, and undermine the potential benefits of the Airport to
the City, the State, and the Nation.
During World War II the airfield now serving as the Castroville Municipal Airport was used
by the US Army for aviation training. The Federal Government acquired land and
avigation easements from 14 land owners in the early Forties to build two dirt landing
strips, and create Auxiliary Field #3 to Kelly Army Air Field (now Port San Antonio)
Recognizing the strategic advantages of a continuing aviation capability following the U.S.
victory in the War, Congress and President Truman moved to establish a planned system
of civilian airports throughout the country. To expedite the disposition of Government
surplus airfields, Congress passed Public Law 289 in 1947 modifying the Surplus
Property Act of 1944. The stated intention of PL 289 was to foster the development of
civilian aviation and preserve a strong, efficient, and properly maintained system of
airports for national defense (Attachment 2).
Property transferred under PL 289 was to be used for public aviation, unless the Civil
Aeronautics Administration (CAA) consented to a non-aviation use that would not
adversely affect the airfield. This legislation set forth rules and policy for the CAA (later
FAA) with respect to Airport property, operations, and financial management. The law
further required that grantees receiving transferred airfield facilities protect aerial
approaches and prevent creation of future airport hazards. The City’s contractual
obligations in accepting transfer of Kelly Auxiliary Field #3 property for use as the
Castroville Municipal Airport were clearly communicated to the City by letter from the CAA
in 1948 (Attachment 3). City Council voted unanimously to approve transfer of the airfield
and accept the provisions of PL 289 (Attachment 4).
Section 13 (g) of the Surplus Property Act of 1944, which was continued in effect by
section 602(a) of the Federal Property and Administrative Act of 1949 and amended by
Public Law 311 in 1949, authorizes the conveyance or disposal of all right, title, and
interest of the United States in and to any surplus real property to any State, political
subdivision, municipality or tax-supported institution without monetary consideration to
the United States. These provisions were incorporated in the Deed of July 26, 1949, and
recorded by Medina County February 4, 1950 (Attachment 5), transferring the Airport
property from the Federal Government to the City of Castroville.
Airport land conveyed as surplus, such as Kelly Auxiliary Field #3 was to the City of
Castroville, is “dedicated” or federally obligated property for airport purposes in perpetuity
(forever). The obligations incurred under the conveyance are intended to protect Federal
taxpayer investment in the property. These facts have continued throughout the life of
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the Airport. They are historically documented and acknowledged throughout the City’s
correspondence, City Council meeting minutes, and legally binding agreements the City
has made with State and Federal governments, and business operators at the airport.
Unfortunately, there have been instances throughout the history of the Airport in which
effort was made to disregard the City’s obligations. In City Council minutes of August 13,
1974, the City Attorney incorrectly stated that nothing in the deed prohibited using money
derived from the Airport for any purpose designated by the City. Minutes from the August
27, 1974 Council meeting then document that previous FAA letters from 1959, 1965, and
1968 stated that agriculture lease revenue be used only for operation, maintenance, or
improvement of the Airport.
The City Secretary followed up with a call to the FAA, and the FAA sent a letter to the City
dated September 6, 1974 once again clarifying policy concerning use of revenue derived
from land transferred under Public Law 289. (Attachment 6). The FAA points out that in
accepting the airfield in 1949, the Mayor pledged that the City would assure that all
income produced by the transferred property be used for the Airport.
The FAA letter acknowledged that this revenue requirement was not required by rule or
regulation, but definitely FAA policy they intended to enforce. The City was reminded that
use of the property for any non-aviation purpose must be approved by the FAA, and
unless the revenue is used for aviation, the FAA will not approve a non-aeronautical use.
On April 16, 1999 the FAA issued an Airport Revenue Policy Notice, clarifying the original
Congressional intent of PL 289, and more definitively establishing the legal basis for their
airport revenue policy. The FAA Notice is discussed later in this report.
Given the City’s obligations under the deed, what is the relationship between the City and
the Airport? Airport finances must be segregated from other City accounts and Airport
money not co-mingled with other City functions, but neither Airport nor City should be
thought of separately from the other. In a sense, the Airport is the City and the City is the
Airport. Managing money between the Airport Account and other City Accounts such as
Public Works account(s) or Parks & Recreation account(s), are simply financial
accounting functions internal to the City, not transactions between separate independent
government jurisdictions or entities.
Just as it is important to refrain from viewing the Airport as its own independent
organization, it is equally important to understand that the Airport is not a City owned and
operated business for profit. The Airport is not a “profit center” providing direct financial
benefit to citizens to subsidize other City programs. This contrasts with some City utilities
which operate at a profit, generating revenue used for various other City purposes.
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It is more accurate to think of the Airport as a City owned and operated transportation
utility with Federal restrictions on the use of the revenue generated from Airport
operations such as hangar leases, agricultural leases of Airport land, fuel sales, and
Federal fuel taxes. These revenues flow to the City Airport Account for a legitimate local
governmental activity, the operation and development of the City’s Airport, and no other
City activities. At the same time Federal law requires that the Airport be self-sustaining
and not a drain on City taxpayers.
The Airport is an economic engine enabling business growth, corresponding commercial
activity, and expanded tax revenues to the City. This was the case in 1949 when the
Castroville City Council unanimously approved transfer of the airfield to the City, agreeing
to the obligations and accepting the reservations and restrictions set forth in the deed.
The benefits of the City-owned Airport are greater today, and potentially even more so
into the future.

Consult with all active parties and the actions of what has
been taken over the past few decades.
This report was prepared while conferring with TXDOT Aviation Division and FAA experts
to review what the City has agreed to in the past, as well as understand our current
obligations going forward. For many years the Airport was operated by an Airport
Administrative Committee, which transitioned to an Airport Advisory Board as the City
contracted with a Fixed-Based Operator (FBO) to run the Airport and eventually hired a
City employee as Airport Manager.
Airport Administrative Committee and Airport Advisory Board members, past and present
have been very active guiding the Airport consistent with FAA requirements. They also
have provided valuable insight of actions taken, events leading to certain City Council
decisions about the Airport, and why they were made. The Airport Advisory Board
maintains a factual, on-going written history of the airport, which has frequently been
presented to Council and is readily available upon request.
Several previous Council Members and Mayors have explained many details about the
issues they faced and provided the historical context influencing decisions made.
Furthermore, these past city leaders confirmed our understanding of Federal
requirements and the City’s obligations regarding the Airport.
Our Airport is blessed with a number of long-standing tenants who take pride in the Airport
and are committed to supporting efforts to sustain and develop aviation to the betterment
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of the City. Their collective aviation experience, knowledge of past Airport successes and
failures, and perspective on issues addressed in this report are invaluable. The City
Public Works department actively supports day-to-day operations at the Airport and
provided data and information to answer questions posed by City Council.
Aviation, airport, and infrastructure consultant, TRIGON Consulting, has analyzed,
validated, integrated, and explained much of the information in historical correspondence,
the meaning of CAA and FAA policy directives, and helped research key elements of
information defining answers to Council questions.
Note that some documentation refers to the Civil Aeronautics Administration (CAA). The
Federal Aviation Act of 1958 created the Federal Aviation Agency which replaced the
CAA, and picked up authority for aviation and airport policy. The Federal Aviation Agency
later became the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) which we have today.
The United States Air Force (USAF) Air Education and Training Command’s History
Office was contacted with respect to the Federal Government acquiring land for Kelly
Auxiliary Field #3. They also provided insight into Army Air Corps training operations
during the World War II, Air Force training during the Korean War, and their work with the
City to transfer the airfield for use as Castroville’s municipal airport.

Ownership of well and minerals extracted
Who owns the well at the Airport? The City owns the well as part of the Airport property
under the Airport Account (not the City Public Works Utility Account). Successive City
administrations have certified this on Airport Property Maps submitted as part of every
grant application the City has made to TXDOT over the years (Attachment 7).
Throughout the Sixties, the Airport operations were significantly constrained by an
unreliable water supply (Attachment 8). The City replaced an inadequate shallow well at
the Airport by installing a deep Edwards Aquifer well (636 ft) in 1973. The deep well
provided ample water for Airport operations and development, and enabled generation of
additional aviation revenue through irrigation of Airport land leased for farming when not
in aviation use. Consistent with Public Law 289, the enhanced revenue from irrigated
leases has improved Airport facilities and helped make the Airport self-sustaining.
Who owns rights to the water from the well? The City through its ownership of the Airport
owns rights to ground water under Airport land, but all revenues derived from this Airport
water must be accounted for separately in the Airport Account. The definitive answer to
this question is found in the FAA Notice of February 16, 1999, Policy and Procedures
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Concerning the Use of Airport Revenue, Federal Register, Volume 64, No. 30, page 7702,
Royalties From Mineral Extraction (Attachment 9).
This FAA decision is clear that the definition of airport revenue includes “…the sale of
sponsor-owned mineral, natural, agricultural products, or water to be taken from the
airport.” And the FAA further states: “…mineral and water rights represent a part of the
airport property and its value. Just as proceeds from the sale or lease of airport property
constitute airport revenue, proceeds from the sale or lease of a partial interest in the
property – i.e. water or mineral rights – should also be considered airport revenue.” The
City’s Airport Account owns rights to the water and revenue derived from its extraction.

How many acre-feet are we allowed to pump?
As established with the Edwards Aquifer Authority (EAA) under water rights accruing to
the Airport land, the City is authorized to pump 236 acre-feet of Base Irrigation
Groundwater (BIG), and 236 acre-feet of Unrestricted Irrigation Groundwater (UIG). See
Attachment 10, Edwards Aquifer Authority Initial Regular Permit (September 15, 2008).
Water rights to the 236 acre-feet of BIG (base groundwater) are tied to the irrigated
acreage the Airport currently leases for agriculture. Rights to the 236 acre-feet of UIG
(unrestricted groundwater) are leased to the City Public Works Utility Account through
2023. This ten- year water rights lease constitutes the Airport Account payment for funds
transferred from the Utility Account to the Airport Account in 2014 and used as the City’s
matching funds to obtain the TXDOT grant money restoring the runway to its former length
of 5000 feet and the Airport’s capability to sell Jet-A fuel. With the City’s purchase of 31
acres to extend the north end of the runway in 2014, an additional 28.7 acre-feet of BIG
were acquired by the City as Airport property. These water rights are tied to the land but
currently not used for irrigation.

How many gallons or acre-feet does the baseball, farmer, and airport
use individually
Out of 201.37 acre-feet produced by the Airport well in calendar year 2019, the ball fields
used 2.72 acre-feet (886,314.72 gallons); Carpe Diem Farms used 197.41 acre-feet
(64,326,245.91 gallons); and the Airport used 1.24 acre-feet (404,055.24 gallons).

Does the City pay to use the well?
No, the Airport Account is not paid for use of the Airport well by any other City account.
The Airport well, operated by the agricultural Lessee (Carpe Diem Farms), furnishes
water for their irrigation. A small portion of the water produced (2.7%) also serves the
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needs of the Airport and MVYBA ball fields. The Airport Account pays the Utility Account
for the water used by the Airport on a monthly basis at the standard service rate.
Carpe Diem cultivates 107 acres of dry land, and 236 acres under irrigation. They are
authorized to use up to 236 acre-feet per annum of City Base Irrigation Groundwater
(BIG) water rights tied to this Airport land. Under the terms of the City’s lease of Airport
land, Carpe Diem is responsible for the cost of all labor, fuel, and utility services (electric
bill) for the Airport well (Attachment 11). They are also responsible for repairing,
replacing, and/or maintaining the irrigation/water system the Lessee uses to irrigate. Their
irrigation uses roughly 97.3% of the water from the well.
On November 12, 2013 City Council approved a lease of 236 acre-feet of Airport Account
water rights (UIG) to the Utility Fund (Attachment 12). The lease runs for ten years
commencing January 1, 2014 and continuing through December 31, 2023. City Council
determined the annual value of rights to an acre-foot of water to be $136.00 over the tenyear lease, with no inflation adjustment over time. Under this lease the resulting lump
sum of $320,960.00 was transferred from the Utility Account to the Airport Account as
compensation for the UIG water rights. The City then applied this money as their match
to secure TXDOT funding restoring the runway length to its original 5000 feet and
establishing Jet-A fueling capability at the Airport.
In a separate but related financing matter, City Council authorized a short-term loan of
$124,000.00 from the Water Acquisition Fund to the Utility Fund to help cover the lump
sum $320,960.00 payment going to TXDOT through the Airport Account. The in-house
loan called for the Utility Account to annually pay $31,000.00 to the Water Fund Account
over four years (2015 to 2018). This reimbursement has been completed.
The annual Utility Fund payment of $31,000 was not a payment to use the well at the
Airport, since the City already owned the well, but the well is not connected to the Public
Works distribution system as a water source. The payment was merely reimbursing the
Water Acquisition Fund for the money it loaned the Utility Fund in 2014 to acquire ten
years of water rights associated with Airport land. Public Works can pump additional
Edwards water under these rights as needed from any of the City’s distribution system
wells. The City can also further lease these water rights to other Edwards Aquifer users,
as was done in 2014 with the City of Natalia.
The Texas Department of Health (TDH), on behalf of the Texas Water Commission, noted
a number of deficiencies with the Airport well in 1991 during a sanitary survey of the City
water system. As stated by TDH: “Since the airport water system is owned and operated
by the City of Castroville, we considered it part of the City’s Public Water System (PWS).
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We also understand you plan to tie this well into your main system in the next six to nine
months”. In response the City moved to make improvements to the Airport well, and
acknowledged plans to connect the Airport well to the rest of the City water system.
The Texas Water Commission followed up in 1992 by reiterating the numerous areas of
noncompliance, and determined that the Airport well was actually a separate noncommunity Public Water System since it had not been made a part of the rest of the City
water system. As such, the Airport well would have to be brought up to more stringent
PWS standards, and it was assigned a separate identification number for sampling and
compliance purposes.
The City requested a re-classification of the Airport well in 1993 from a Noncommunity
Water System to a Community Water System for the City, based on more definitive City
plans to run a line from the well connecting to the existing City Public works distribution
network (Attachment 14). To date, the Airport well has yet to be integrated into the Public
Works water distribution network, and must still be operated as a separate noncommunity Public Water System.

Ownership of the Airport:
Who owns the airport? The City of Castroville owns the Castroville Municipal Airport. The
458-acre airfield formerly known as Kelly Auxiliary Field #3 and used for aviation training
by the Army during World War II, was deeded to the City by the United States of America,
War Assets Administration on July 26, 1949, as recorded in Volume 147, pages 264-270,
Medina County Deed Records on February 4, 1950 (Attachment 5). This transfer was
made under the provisions of Public Law 289 passed by Congress July 30, 1947.
While transfer was made at no monetary cost to the City, it contractually required the City
to comply with a number of restrictions on the use of the property. Prominent among
these are that the airfield be used for public use aviation, and as the Airport Sponsor the
City is responsible for operating the Airport to CAA/FAA standards. Additionally, Federal
policy requires: that Airport finances are segregated and no Airport monies co-mingled
with other City accounts; that all revenues generated from Airport property go to the
Airport Account; and that operation of the Airport be financially self-sustaining. By a
unanimous vote of City Council in 1949, the City of Castroville agreed to abide by all deed
restrictions (Attachment 4).
Why must financial management of the City-owned Airport property be separated from
other City finances? As set forth in the deed and further established in each Federal and
State grant funding maintenance, repair, or improvements at the airport, the City has
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agreed to operate the Airport for the purpose of public use aviation, account for financial
matters separate from other City accounts, and retain all revenue derived from Airport
property and activities for the operation, sustainment, and development of the Airport.
Who owns the land on which the Medina Valley Youth Baseball Association (MVYBA) ball
fields were built? The City owns the 18 aces of Airport land MVYBA occupies under a
lease with the City. As set forth in the Airport deed restrictions and consistent with FAA
rules, this non-aviation usage must reimburse the Airport Account for the fair market value
of the land. Since 2014 the City Parks and Recreation Account has annually transferred
$8156.00 to the Airport account to satisfy this requirement.
This non-aviation use of Airport land has existed by City contract with the MVYBA since
1973. TXDOT has no record, however, of the formal Land Release required by the FAA
for non-aviation use of Airport land obligated for aeronautical purposes. Property not
needed for present or future aeronautical purposes, requires an amendment to, or a
release from the deed agreement. A “release” is defined as the formal written
authorization discharging or relinquishing the FAA’s right to enforce an airport sponsor’s
contractual obligations.
A 2014 analysis by the City Attorney justified this use of Airport land as acceptable
because it is seen as promoting an interest in aviation among local youth, pursuant to the
FAA Policy Revenue Notice of 1999 (Attachment 15, Federal Register page 7721,
“Providing Property for Public Community Purposes”).
The Airport community has strongly supported activities that help young people grow into
responsible, productive citizens. Local pilots annually provide free airplane flights under
the Young Eagles program. The October 2019 event was a huge success, flying 113
Young Eagles, giving them firsthand experience in the joy of flight. These flights spark
interest in aviation, as well as motivating students to excel in science, technology,
engineering, and math (STEM) subjects necessary for an aviation career.
Youth baseball is very popular in the Medina Valley community, and all City departments
including the Airport have a long commendable record of accommodating the MVYBA.
While this baseball program is a very beneficial youth development activity, realistically,
it concentrates people during practices and games very near an active runway and
taxiway, unnecessarily subjecting them to a potential aircraft collision, and creating a
corresponding liability risk for the City.
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For pilots this activity also constitutes a significant safety hazard, with its utility poles and
facility obstructions to aircraft flight operations, and pilot vision impairment from distracting
high intensity lights. In the Federal Government transfer of the airfield to the City, the City
agreed to prevent and not allow hazards to safe aviation near the Airport. The City as
Airport Sponsor also established Ordinance 245 (Attachment 16) in 1992 taking a strong
position against allowing the introduction or existence of any hazard to aviation safety in
the vicinity of the Airport.
The City is currently in a planning process to explore the possible relocation of the MVYBA
fields. The Land Use Drawing (sheet 5 of 7) in the 2005 FAA-approved Airport Layout
Plan, includes City-owned Airport acreage intended for recreational activities such as ball
fields. Locating the MVYBA activities on this designated non-aviation related Airport land
would provide much safer distance separation from the runway and aircraft operations.
The City has also recently considered other possible sites for new ball fields on the east
side of the City away from the Airport. Funds to plan, design, and construct improved ball
fields are potentially available through grants and City development funds.
Removing the MVYBA ball fields from the Airport would improve airport safety and
security, improve the safety of people at MVYBA activities, and allow for better instrument
approach minimums. It would also improve the City’s insurance risk, and enhance the
attractiveness of the Airport for future aviation operations and development by making 18
acres of prime Airport land readily available for aviation use.
Part of this land could provide an ideal location for a new dual-use fire station. This
facility would be situated to protect the City east of the Medina River, particularly the
Alsatian Oaks development. At the same it would provide aviation fire protection, an
essential Airport feature to attract future corporate aviation and associated tax revenue,
and accommodate military aircraft fuel sales. The Pleasanton Airport, through a US
Department of Agriculture Rural Development grant, recently built a dual-use fire station
providing aviation fire protection and is now able to sell increased quantities of Jet-A fuel
under Government contract.

Timeline history to include the following:
Deed
The Airport property was deeded to the City by the United States of America, War
Assets Administration on July 26, 1949, as recorded in Volume 147, pages 264270, Medina County Deed Records February 4, 1950 (Attachment 5). Transfer
was made at no monetary cost to the City, but contractually obligated the City to
use the property to operate a public use airport.
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Installation of Airport well
Aviation at the Castroville Airport was quite active in the Sixties. Growth and
development at the Airport were limited, however, by an inadequate and
inconsistent water supply from a shallow well. (Attachment 8) The City replaced
this shallow by installing a deep Edwards Aquifer well (636 ft) in 1973. The deep
well provided adequate water for Airport operations and development. The well
also enabled generation of more aviation revenue through irrigation of Airport land
leased for farming when not in aviation use. As intended under Public Law 289,
this has helped sustain the Airport.

Financing
As set forth in the Deed, the City is required to operate the Airport for public use
aviation on a self-sufficient basis. Airport generated revenues flow to the City
Airport Account for a legitimate local governmental activity, the operation and
development of the City’s Airport, and no other City activities. At the same time,
Federal law requires that the Airport be self-sustaining and not a drain on City
taxpayers. The Airport Account routinely pays other City Accounts and contractors
for services provided to the Airport. It budgets available revenue to meet FAA
safety standards, while accommodating public aviation demand.
This does not preclude the City from arranging finances to offset temporary
shortfalls, or temporarily crediting the Airport Account by other means to finance
timely maintenance, repair, or improvements. In the past, the City could obtain
longer term bank loans for these purposes. Current State law requires that
municipal indebtedness be paid off in the same budget cycle if funded by bank
loan, or be secured through a Bond Issue for longer term indebtedness. The
Airport Account then repays these finances.
The Airport receives Federal grant money from the FAA Airport Improvement
Program (AIP) through TXDOT. These funds are generated primarily from Federal
taxes on aviation fuel sales, so that a significant part of maintaining, repairing and
improving the Airport is financed indirectly by the users of the Airport.
Through the annual Routine Airport Maintenance Program (RAMP), TXDOT will
match City Airport Account expenditures up to a combined total of $100,000, for a
wide range of Airport upkeep activities. In the past unfortunately, the City Airport
Account has not effectively utilized the TXDOT matching funds even though
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maintenance and repair work were needed. This mismanagement was rectified in
2019 as the Airport Account earned $46,595 of RAMP funding, the largest portion
of a full $50,000 match ever for the Castroville Airport.
Requirements on use of the Airport are set forth by the FAA in 39 distinct
assurances the Airport must comply with for a 20-year period following each
FAA/TXDOT grant the Airport receives. Among these grant assurances is proper
accounting of Airport funds and revenue. The City’s current grant assurance
obligation runs through 2039. If the City fails to meet the grant assurances, funding
can be terminated and the City required to repay all previous grant money,
currently amounting to $6,316,167.00!
Fuel sales, user fuel taxes, revenue from hangar leases, and revenue from
agricultural leases of Airport land make the City’s Airport financially self-sufficient,
and not dependent on funding by the citizens of Castroville. This is completely
consistent with the original provisions of the Federal transfer the City accepted.

Obligation to Baseball Field: Any formal agreements with
the baseball league about use and/or maintenance of
baseball fields particularly involving water
The current agreement with Medina Valley Youth Baseball Association (MVYBA)
includes provisions for watering fields (Attachment 17). MVYBA is authorized to
use up to 12 acre-feet per annum, but no more than 3 acre-feet in any 30-day
period. The Airport Account is compensated for this water as part of the annual
transfer of funds ($8156.00), from the Parks and Recreation Account for use of the
Airport land the ball fields occupy.

All projects that have been federally and state funded
The TXDOT Project Summary (Attachment 18), lists all Castroville Airport projects
that have been funded with State or Federal dollars since 1975. Prior to that time,
the U.S. Air Force funded a project to pave the runway in 1953 for USAF training
use during the Korean War, and later resurfaced the runway. The City incurred no
additional obligations related to these projects. To receive Federal/State grant
money for Airport improvement projects such as those listed, TXDOT requires the
Airport to master plan proposed projects and have an FAA-approved Airport
Layout Plan.
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Airport planning establishes objectives and guidelines for efficiently developing
airports to address local, state and national priorities. It is a systematic process
intended to efficiently apply available financial resources to meet aviation demand.
FAA airport planning on a national level encompasses funded airports in a national
system plan, known as the National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems (NPIAS).
As a part of NPIAS each airport can receive Federal funding to pursue more
specific goals as part of its localized airport master planning efforts. An airport
master plan can be thought of as a blueprint for airport development.
A comprehensive master plan for a specific airport can be expensive, since it
requires in-depth analysis of all relevant economic and operational elements,
development methods, and unique factors affecting the future success of the
airport including: quantifying and characterizing aviation activity demand on the
airport; the contribution of the airport to the local economy, graphically depicting
airport features, future development and land use; addressing all relevant issues
and compliance with applicable regulations; and establishing a realistic financial
plan and schedule for implementation. A formal master planning effort typically
produces a current Airport Layout Plan to FAA standards.
The ALP is a scaled, graphical presentation of the existing and future airport
facilities, their location on the airport, and dimensions of airport features. The term
Airport Layout Plan sometimes refers to a single drawing covering the entire
airport. But more often it describes the entire set of drawings including the Airport
Layout Drawing(s), data sheet(s), and facilities layout plan sheet(s). The ALP
shows boundaries and contemplated additions to airport property, location of nonaviation areas and future uses, and existing and planned location and type of
buildings, facilities, and improvements. It serves as a critical planning tool for
airport development. Standards for ALPs can be found in FAA Advisory Circular
150/5070-6B, Airport Master Plans.
The ALP can be just a few drawings for a small airport such as Castroville
(currently seven sheets), or many more in the case of a larger airport with extensive
airport planning in place. Currently Castroville’s Airport Layout Plan approved by
the FAA and TXDOT in 2012 (Attachment 19) consists of the following sheets:
AIRPORT LAYOUT DRAWING
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INSTRUMENT PROCEDURES APPROACH
SURFACES DRAWING RWY 15
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INSTRUMENT PROCEDURES APPROACH
SURFACES DRAWING RWY 33
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TERMINAL AREA DRAWING
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LAND USE DRAWING
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AIRPORT PROPERTY MAP
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OBSTRUCTION SURFACES DRAWING –
OBSTRUCTION SURVEY
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Additionally, the Airport has developed two closely related sheets for future use
in airport planning and updating the ALP:
Airport Hazard Zoning Map (1991)
Castroville Airport Property Map (Aerial Color, USGS 2017)
When a full master planning effort is not feasible, an airport may update their ALP
through a simplified, more affordable process. Arrangements are in place with
TXDOT to assist the Castroville Airport in updating our ALP this way in the next
few years, and then eventually investing in a more comprehensive airport
development study when funding is possible.

Report must be factually based on verifiable and documented
information
This report presents definitive answers to City Council questions based on the facts. It
was prepared from verifiable documentation and contextual comments from past and
current City leaders contained in official City correspondence, City Council Meeting
minutes, City Ordinances, Medina County documents, State of Texas documents, and
Federal policy directives and correspondence. Despite here-say claims of ownership of
Airport land by others, no documented evidence has been presented, nor did this
extensive analysis uncover any contrary evidence.
All historical correspondence, legal documents, and actions by parties involved in the
Airport over the years bear out the fact that the City owns all of the Airport land, and
revenue produced from Airport land must go to the Airport Account. The City has certified
this to TXDOT multiple times as part of the grant process funding numerous projects.
(See Attachment 18, TXDOT Project Summary)
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Tasking from Interim City Administrator
Public Law 289, July 30, 1947
CAA Letter to City, February 6, 1948
City Council Minutes: February 7, 1949; April 8,1949
Airport Deed, July 26, 1949
City Council Minutes: August 13, 27,1974; FAA Letter to City, September 6, 1974
Certified TXDOT Airport Property Map
City Council Meeting Minutes, discussing inadequate Airport water supply
FAA Airport Revenue Policy Notice, Federal Register, February 16, 1999, pages
7702, 7716
Edwards Aquifer Authority Initial Regular Permit, September 15, 2008
City Agreement with Carpe Diem Farms
City Council Minutes, November 12, 2013
City Council Budget Workshop Minutes, August 20, 2013
City Letter to Texas Water Commission, March 9,1993
FAA Airport Revenue Policy Notice, Federal Register, February 16, 1999, page
7721
City Ordinance 245
City Agreement with Medina Valley Youth Baseball Association
TXDOT Project Summary
Airport Layout Plan 2012
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Addendum:
Since this Airport Property Analysis Report was initially completed May 6, 2020 and
provided to City Council, additional important questions concerning Airport land
ownership and development in the vicinity of the Airport have emerged. This Addendum
addresses these issues.
Is the Airport Property Analysis Report of May 6, 2020 a “legal” document/opinion
with respect to City ownership of the Airport?
The Castroville City Attorney determined that the Airport Property Analysis Report
accurately presents the City’s ownership of the Airport property. The report is based on
deed records and there is no information that indicates that the deed records are not
accurate.
Is the document titled Attorney’s Certificate of Airport Property Interest the same
as a title opinion?
In past applications for grants or loans to develop and maintain the Airport, the City
Attorney has provided a Certificate of Airport Property Interest affirming that the City
owned the Airport property. These documents are normally required to qualify for a grant
or loan and represent collateral in the event of default. While the report is not an actual
title opinion, the City would seek a title opinion in the event it is necessary for compliance
with state or federal law.
What is the basis and legal implications of the Federal Government not warranting
the Airport Deed?
The City of Castroville owns the Castroville Municipal Airport. The 458-acre airfield was
deeded to the City from the Federal Government on July 26, 1949. There is an unfounded
perception among some citizens that the City does not hold clear title to the Airport land
and water rights since the transfer was made through a Deed Without Warranty.
During World War II the United States War Department acquired undeveloped land for
the airfield near Castroville from families tracing ownership back to land grants from the
sovereign Republic of Texas settled in the 1840’s. Following the War the Federal
Government transferred the airfield as surplus property to the City of Castroville under a
Deed Without Warranty.

The United States as a sovereign nation typically self-insures its activities. As such the
deed transferring the airfield is not warranted or insured by any other entity. Furthermore,
the Government cannot be encumbered. Just as no one can sue the Government without
the Government’s consent, similarly no one can place a lien on public property. It would
be meaningless for the Government to provide a warranty that the deed is unencumbered.
All deeds from the Government (the sovereign) are by definition free and clear. This flows
from the common law principle of sovereign immunity.
Any future claims or ownership questions regarding the property are not warranted by a
title company, but come under the authority of the United States Government. This fact
in and of itself has validated the City’s ownership for more than 70 years since transfer,
and there have been no claims or encumbrance issues advanced. This is ample basis
for dispelling any lingering perceptions of ownership issues regarding segments of Airport
property, especially the land for MVYBA ball fields, and water rights with the deep well.
Airport Area Development
There is increasing development on the eastern edge of the City near the Airport, and
associated interest in including non-aeronautical Airport land in these projects. At the
same time, there is growing demand for aviation facilities and services at the Airport.
These trends call for carefully considered land use planning on and near the Airport.
Taking Federal aviation policy into account, there are key property management
principles that apply with respect to the City’s Airport obligations and corresponding
economic development potential of aviation restricted land.
As previously covered throughout this Airport Property Analysis document, federally
obligated land such as that owned by the City of Castroville at the Castroville Municipal
Airport is intended to serve public-use aviation. Portions of the Airport land directly
support aviation operations and are considered aeronautical, while other land is nonaeronautical but serves public-use aviation by generating revenue to sustain airport
operations.
The guiding principles in managing Airport property are to assure aviation safety, strongly
support aviation activities, and engender a favorable Airport-Community relationship. As
the Airport evolves it may be more beneficial to achieving the guiding principles by gaining
FAA release of some non-aeronautical land for other development if there is a
corresponding benefit to aviation operations at the Airport.
Land-use development actions that improve safety, such as eliminating obstructions,
mitigating hazards, and avoiding encroachment are most desirable. The safety of the

flying public as well as the lives and property of the surrounding community are first and
foremost the basis for certain distance, height, and location standards and guidelines
applied to non-aviation activities on and near the Airport. These requirements serve as
essential elements in any Airport area land use and development planning.
Steps taken to address public-use aviation demand are highly encouraged and have
proven to economically benefit airport sponsors at many airports throughout the national
airport system. For the Castroville Municipal Airport this currently includes doing those
things that promote General Aviation, Corporate Aviation, and Skydiving. It may
encompass other types of aviation in the future. With demand for hangar space
exceeding availability by nearly 50%, the most prominent action the Airport can vigorously
pursue is building additional aircraft storage on the Airport.
Transparency, open communications, and education of the value of aviation to the City
must guide Airport management relations with the Castroville community, and especially
Airport area land use planning. Given the detrimental effect uncoordinated development
near the Airport can have on aviation operations and the Airport’s benefit to the City,
careful comprehensive planning among all stakeholders (City, FAA/TXDOT, developers,
citizens, and users of the Airport, etc.) is needed.

Attachment # 1

From: Leroy Vidales <leroy.vidales@castrovilletx.gov>
Sent: Monday, March 30, 2020 3:12 PM
To: David Kirkpatrick <DKirkpatrick@castrovilletx.gov>
Cc: Debra Howe <debra.howe@castrovilletx.gov>
Subject: Official Task Order
David,
At the March 24th city council meeting, a motion was made by Mr. Carey and seconded by Mr. Tschirhart
to assign the following task to the city:
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Summarize what you currently have regarding airport
Consult with all active parties and the actions of what has been taken over the past few
decades
Ownership of well and minerals extracted
o How many acre feet are we allowed to pump
o How many gallons or acre feet does the baseball, farmers and airport use individually
Ownership of airport
Does the city pay to use the well
Timeline history to include the following:
o Deed
o Insolation of airport well
o Financing
o Obligation to Baseball Field
▪ Any formal agreements with the baseball league about use and/or maintenance of
ball fields particularly involving water
o All projects that have been federally and state funded
I would like this summary/report to be factual information and not of public opinion

Please let Debra or I know if you need any other information on any of the above.

Thank you,
Leroy Vidales, M. Ed | Interim City Administrator | City of Castroville

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
This transmission is intended for the individual or entity to which it is addressed, and may be information that is
PRIVILEGED & CONFIDENTIAL. If you are not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for delivering
the message to the intended recipient and have received this information in error, you are hereby notified that any
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is prohibited. If you have received this communication in
error, please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting if from your computer. Thank you.
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Texas Airport System Plan
Airport Development Worksheet
AIRPORT PROJECT HISTORY

Printed: 03/26/2020

Airport: CASTROVILLE MUNI
Associated City: CASTROVILLE
Local ($)

State ($)

NPIAS Site #: 48-0039

FYR

Agency

Federal ($)

1975

TAC

7,000

Install lighting.

1978

TAC

3,420

NDB.

1996

FAA

1996

Page 1 of 2

Airport ID: CVB
FAA Site #: 23574.1*A

Project Description

41,205 Acquire avigation easements RPZ RW 33 (4.668 ac) & RW 15 (8.941 ac).

2,289

2,289

BOTH

102,023

83,172

1,497,114 Reconstruct RW 15-33 (4600 x 75), recon/realign parallel TW (5080 x 35), apron
(10,200 sy), stub TW (420 x 35), hangar access TW (800 x 35); replace LIRLs
w/MIRLs (4600 lf), segmented circle; replace rotating beacon; improve drainage &
grading; install fencing (8300 lf).

2003

TXDOT

14,566

14,566

RAMP: Fog seal ramp, repair lighting, herbicide, drainage work, restroom repair,
hangar lighting, renovate terminal building

2004

TXDOT

177,188

Design and construction services to construct a terminal building and aircraft ramp
parking area

2004

TXDOT

278,748

Loan

2004

TXDOT

3,983

35,848

prepare an airport layout plan

2004

TXDOT

30,000

30,000

RAMP: Ramp paving, crackseal and fog seal existing ramp pavement, taxiway and
runway, herbicide, hangar taxiway drainage improvements, repair hangar roof,
airport fencing, lighting and NDB maintenance, purchase GCO

2005

TXDOT

21,285

2005

TXDOT

15,255

15,255

RAMP: City to contract for pavement renovation in hangar, pave ramp at
commercial hangar, seal coat extist ramp and hangar paving, installaion of electric
service for PLASI, replacement of roll-up doors on hangars, fencing along airport
road to terminal building, professional services to prepare 7460, purchase lighting
supplies, herbicide

2006

TXDOT

4,994

4,994

RAMP: Sponsor to contract for reconstruction/repave airport road to hangars,
existing drainage ditch maintenance, services to replace airport hangar roof and
doors, maintenance and supplies for NDB, lighting and approach aids, installation
of fencing, professional services for SPCC, construction of fuel containment area ,
tree trimming part 77 surfaces, AWOS NADIN fees, purchase herbicide

2006

TXDOT

9,001

2006

TXDOT

28,288

2008

TXDOT

2009

TXDOT

5,591

5,591

RAMP: TxDOT for AWOS maint.; Spon. Avi-Met, AWOS repairs/parts
replacement; water pump repairs; airfield lighting repairs/maintenance; and, beacon
repairs/maintenance.

2009

TXDOT

38,310

689,587

38,310 Install PAPI-2 RW 33; Mark RW 15-33 (25,600 sf); Contingency, mobilization, RPR,
etc.; Run-up Area pad at RW 15; Install PAPI-2 RW 15; Rehab & mark parallel TW
RW 15-33 (4,785 x 35); Rehab & mark hangar access TWs (25,500 sy); Rehab &
mark stub TWs (1,130x35); Rehab apron (10,990 sy); Construct hangar access
taxilanes; Rehab RW 15-33 (4,600 x 75) SBGP-2009-57 38,310

2010

TXDOT

7,214

7,214

RAMP: MISCELLANEOUS-TxDOT to contract for AWOS maintenance, Sponsor to
contract for AWOS AviMet Data Link, AWOS repairs/parts replacement.

2011

TXDOT

15,278

15,278

RAMP: TxDOT Contract for AWOS Maintenance, Sponsor to perform airport
general maintenance.

2012

TXDOT

23,641

23,641

RAMP: TxDOT to contract for AWOS Maintenance, Sponsor to contract for airport
general maintenance projects.

2012

TXDOT

78,479

2013

TXDOT

45,988

63,854 Install AWOS NPE 2005 $63,854

81,007 design and construction services to pave aircraft ramp area around commercial
hangar #3
254,597

design to extend Runway 15 end; rehabilitate and mark Runway 15-33; rehabilitate
and mark stub taxiways; rehabilitate and mark hangar access taxiways; rehabilitate
and mark parallel taxiway Runway 15-33; reconstruct hangar access taxiways;
rehabilitate apron; extend and mark parallel taxiway to Runway 15 end; extend
medium intensity runway lights Runway 15 end; install precision approach path
indictors- 2 Runway 15-33; relocate county road; install fence; prepare a traffic
engineering study; and survey and appraisal services
RAMP: TxDOT to contract for AWOS Maintenance, Sponsor to contract for
NADIN, AWOS repairs, crack seal on airport pavements.

706,307 Engineering and design for Box Hangars and access pavement; Contingency,
administration, RPR, etc. for Box Hangar project; Construct access pavement for
Box Hangars (30x380); Construct 8 unit Box Hangars (NPE '10 & '11)
SBGP-085-2013 $599,435.51; SBGP-057-2009 $49,366.56; SBGP-067-2010
$9,582.52; SBGP-72-2011 $8,509.92; PLANNING GRANT 2011-08 $39,412.80
45,988

RAMP: TxDOT Contract for AWOS Maintenance, Sponsor to perform airport
general maintenance.
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Airport: CASTROVILLE MUNI
Associated City: CASTROVILLE
Federal ($)

Airport ID: CVB
FAA Site #: 23574.1*A

FYR

Agency

Local ($)

2013

TXDOT

120,168

2014

TXDOT

260,738

2,346,641

2014

TXDOT

14,368

14,368

RAMP: TxDOT Contract for AWOS Maintenance, Sponsor to perform airport
general maintenance.

2015

TXDOT

15,352

15,352

RAMP: Sponsor to perform airport general maintenance.

2016

TXDOT

28,919

28,919

2017

TXDOT

90,190

2017

TXDOT

23,696

23,696

RAMP: Sponsor to perform airport general maintenance.

2018

TXDOT

32,139

32,139

RAMP: Sponsor to perform airport general maintenance.

2019

TXDOT

46,595

46,595

RAMP: Sponsor to perform airport general maintenance.

1,078,350

4,202,086

Total Project ($)

State ($)

NPIAS Site #: 48-0039

Page 2 of 2

Project Description

1,081,512 Survey, Appraisal and Environmental Studies; Acquire land for runway extension
and county road relocation (31 ac) SBGP-80-2012 $62,959; SBGP-75-2011
$1,015,356; SBGP-87-2014 $3,197
Extend and mark RW 15 end (400 x75); Contingency for RW Extension; Construct
Hangar Apron Pavement to new 8-unit T-hangar (32 x 320) ; Extend MIRL RW 15
end (400 lf); Reconstruct South Apron; Construction Administration, Testing, RPR,
etc; Relocate PAPI RW 15 end; Install signage; Extend & mark parallel TW to RW
15 end (590x35); Relocate County Road 4711; Install fencing and gate - new
boundary; Construct Permanent Run-up Area

RAMP: Sponsor to perform airport general maintenance.
270,569 Design and Install Jet A Fuel System - 2015 and 2016 NPE SBGP-096-2016
$150,000; SBGP-097-2016 $120,569.34

3,779,878
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